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ORDER FORM INSTRUCTIONS
STOCK

List the model of the stock adding as much detail as possible. As an example, If it is an integral adjustable cheek piece
stock, list "Adjustable". If it is a left handed stock, list "Left Handed".
We offer two different shell materials, Fiberglass and Carbon Fiber. Typically, standard stock are Fiberglass. All finish

SHELL TYPE

types can be applied to Fiberglass stocks. Carbon Fiber is typically for lighter weight stocks. There is an additional
charge for Carbon Fiber and finish types are limited to paint or Carbon Ambush. On this line you can also indication
whether your stock has an integral cheek piece by checking the box to the right.
The "Finish" determines the stock's outer appearance. We have several painted and molded-in options. All paint designs

FINISH

COLOR

are no additional charge. There is an additional charge for molded-in stocks and they take longer to produce. View our
"Colors and Finishes" page on our website for finish options and more information.
List your finish pattern type here. If the finish you choose allows custom colors (marble, flame, paint and speckletone
finishes) list the specific colors (and percentages of each colors if it is a marble finish) here.
Fill types are materials of different density. The most significant impact is to weight (more dense is heavier). They are
listed in order by weight, lightest to heaviest. "EDGE" fill is for Carbon Fiber stocks for lightest weight. "Edge Enhanced"

FILL TYPE

is used when recoil energy is near that of a 300 Win Mag. The "Sporter" fill is the standard fill used on Fiberglass stocks.
"Magnum" fill is used when the cartridge used has MORE recoil energy than a 300 Win Mag. "Sniper" fill is heavier in the
butt and is typically used in tactical stocks. "Sniper" can handle recoil energy of cartridges up to .50 BMG.
Indicate the bolt and port location, the action size, brand and model of action that you will be using for your build.

ACTION

Include any special designators that help clearly identify your specific action. Be aware that some brands and/or models
of actions must be sent in for proper fitment.

FLOOR PLATE
OR TRIGGER
GUARD

Indicate if this is a single shot, blind magazine, hinged floor plate or detachable box magazine system. Also indicate the
brand and model for the bottom metal you will be using even if it is just a trigger guard. Be aware that some brands
and/or models of bottom metal must be sent in for proper fitment.
If you have upgraded your recoil lug to a thicker one, please indicate the thickness here. If you do not want us to install

MISC.

pillars, then you may request we drill the action screw holes a specific size so you can install your own pillars. Typical
sizes are 9/16", 1/2", or 5/8". If you have a factory lug and/or want is to install pillars, leave these blank. Your
Caliber/Cartridge (what your rifle shoots) is required to ensure we build the stock to handle the recoil of your rifle.
Indicate the brand of your barrel and the contour designated by that brand. The contour may be a number or a name. If
you don't know the brand and/or contour ask us for a Barrel Measuring form. This simple form is easy to complete and it

BARREL

gives us everything we need to custom fit your barrel channel. "Cylinder Length" is measured from the face of the action
to the first change in the contour of the barrel. We do not need a barrel cylinder measurement for factory barrels from
the major gun manufacturing brands.
We offer three inlet types. "Full Inlet" is by far the most common. A Full Inlet stock comes ready to install your action

INLET TYPE

and bottom metal. A "Basic Inlet" is just a barrel channel and action outline. It is not inlet for the trigger, recoil lug,
bottom metal, bolt, or ports. This options is great for gunsmiths who like to do their own fitting. The "Flat Top" is no
inlet, there are no cuts in the stock whatsoever.
We offer several recoil pad and plate systems. Please indicate the type you want installed. If using a fixed Length of Pull

RECOIL PAD

indicate the length. Select 13.5" for the industry standard. If you want something other than the industry standard, select
Custom and list your finished custom length. Some length limitations apply and not all recoil plate systems are
compatible on all stocks.

CHEEK PIECE
HARDWARE
STUDS
FLUSH CUPS

RAILS

If your stock has an integral cheek piece, indicate if you want clamp bar or thumbwheel hardware. A Saddle cheek piece
sit externally and fits on some stocks. We can also inlet for a KMW cheek piece (not installed).
List the number and location of studs you want installed. Indicate if you want them blued or stainless steel.
List the number and location of flush mount cups you want installed. Flush mount cups are quick detach, push button
sling mounts and can be installed on the bottom and sides of most stocks.
McMillan produced rails are in the Picatinny and ARCA configuration. Our 4" rails come with your choice of an integrated
flush mount cup or stud. Not all stocks can accommodate rails.

There are three ways to order your McMillan fiberglass stock:
• Call 877.365.6148 to place your order
• Fax this order form to 623.581.3825
• Or scan and email it to stocks@mcmillanusa.com
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• 1638 West Knudsen Drive, Phoenix, Arizona 85027 • Phone: 623.582.9674 • Toll Free: 877.365.6148

